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An application-

specific, music-

transcription

approach uses a

customized human–

computer interface

to combine the

strengths of humans

and computers to

enhance music

transcription

through instrument

modeling and

multimedia fusion.

A
utomatic music transcription

(AMT) refers to the ability of

computers to write note infor-

mation—such as the pitch, onset

time, duration, and source of each sound—

after listening to the music. The ability to do

AMT effectively is a Holy Grail for researchers

working in this field. However, despite de-

cades of research worldwide, a practically

applicable, general-purpose transcription sys-

tem doesn’t exist at present.1,2 It’s a problem

that has been recognized by other researchers

as well.3,4

Our application scenario is computer-assist-

ed, musical-instrument tutoring, where the

user has to practice most of the time without

human coaching. The target users of our initial

system are beginning violin students and

singing students who are comfortable with

computers. After consulting with a profession-

al violin teacher and collaborators from our

university’s Conservatory of Music, we tried

the following three strategies to build a system

that can be tested by users.

Application-specific music transcription

AMT is in many ways analogous to auto-

matic speech recognition, which has enjoyed

much greater success both academically (in

terms of impact) and commercially (in terms

of applications). The natural question is how

to make AMT more effective. We believe that a

use-inspired approach will provide the much-

needed steam in the research engine to move

AMT closer to practical application.

In contrast to most published work in

music transcription, we advocate application-

specific music transcription (ASMT), which

takes into account the real needs in music

education and focuses on the transcribers to

satisfy such needs. This approach is different

from those that invent a transcription algo-

rithm first without knowing its applications.

We believe music transcription, without com-

pelling applications, will probably remain a

toy in various research labs and will have little

scientific and social impact. If music transcrip-

tion stays in the research labs, it will affect the

academic community adversely in terms of

resources (students, research grants, and so

forth).

By way of analogy, AMT is like a generalist

who can do many things but doesn’t have

expert-level skill, while ASMT is like a special-

ist who can do a specific job professionally. We

need both generalists and specialists. Given

the relatively slow progress in the general-

purpose approach of music transcription, we

believe it’s important to turn to an applica-

tion-specific approach.

We also believe that necessity is the mother

of innovation and music transcription should

be inherently application oriented. To facili-

tate our use-inspired approach, we propose the

following three strategies:

& To combine the strengths from both hu-

mans and computers for better system

performance, a good human–computer in-

terface (HCI) is the key to achieve the

synergy. The HCI allows the user interac-

tion and intervention to compensate for

the weakness of the computer, although we

do envision future AMT will self-adapt

operation parameters dynamically for opti-

mized performance and workload balanc-

ing.5 We hope the improved performance

and interactivity will help motivate those

who need to practice.

& Equipped with a good HCI, we can let the

user provide context information, such as

which instrument is going to be played.

This context information, which is simple

for humans to provide but difficult for

computers to recognize, allows the system

to select a corresponding instrument model
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and to impose suitable constraints on

music transcription, thus simplifying the

task significantly.

& Existing educational tools, such as audio

and video recordings of teacher’s play,

don’t provide any explicit feedback. If we

can leverage the available multimodal

information from both audio and video

streams to improve transcription accuracy

and speed, it’s possible to provide the user

with the much-needed feedback almost

instantaneously.

In our project at the National University of

Singapore, we have been trying these strategies

and have produced several encouraging re-

sults. AMT performance has been significantly

improved using the multimodal approach.6

We intend to create a fairly intelligent learn-

ing companion to increase the effectiveness of

practice. In addition, with current network

technology, we can even envision a networked

learning companion that connects students

and teachers who are physically remote. This

networked learning companion would be

similar to the ideas presented in another

article.7

Interface to combine the strengths of
humans and computers

Many researchers generally assume that

AMT should be fully automatic. That is, given

the recorded acoustic music signal, the stand-

alone system should transcribe the signal

without any human intervention. Despite the

fact that there are many papers published on

AMT (multipitch estimation, blind source

separation, beat and rhythm analysis, and so

forth), we believe that neglecting users in the

design loop is one reason why most existing

AMT systems cannot achieve the necessary

performance for real-life applications. Existing

AMT systems are not capable enough to

extract the note information reliably in a real

application scenario. Therefore, as shown in

Figure 1, instead of a fully automatic ap-

proach, we propose a semiautomatic and

interactive approach that has the potential to

make instrument practice interesting and

effective.

ASMT leverages a suitable HCI to combine

the strengths of humans and computers. By

focusing on a specific application, we can

narrow the problem so that we can develop a

transcriber with a performance good enough

for the particular application, which, in our

case, is music education. For example, if the

user simply gives the context information

(violin, single instrument, and so forth) to

the ASMT, the system can impose meaningful

constraints to improve the transcription per-

formance significantly. The initial HCI design

of our system is shown in Figures 2a and 2b.

The idea behind such HCI design is to allow

the user to give context information.
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Figure 1. Application-

specific music

transcription (ASMT)

combines the strengths

of humans

and computers.
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As Figure 2 shows, our HCI displays the

selected score (by selecting load piece) from

the database. The system records the user’s

performance, transcribes it, and aligns it with

the score. The user can select (via input source)

whether the practice will be transcribed in real

time (score following) or offline (score match-

ing).3 Instrument indicates whether the user is

going to practice violin or singing. This

information allows the ASMT to select the

correct model for the next transcription. In the

interface, modality indicates whether to per-

form audio-only or audiovisual transcription.

Tempo aid indicates whether a metronomic

sound is generated to assist the user to control

the tempo. Transposition allows students to

transpose up or down the original melody by a

number of semitone levels.

If visual information is used, we analyze

facial features—the mouth in particular—to

assist singing voice transcription employing a

single webcam. For the violin students, we

employ two simple webcams to track the right-

hand and left-hand fingers for assisting violin

transcription.6,8 We initially employed mark-

ers in the hand and finger tracking.6 However,

the test users preferred the convenience of a

markerless solution.8 Although the whole

tutoring system is still under research and

development, our initial audio-only transcrip-

tion component3,9 and audiovisual transcrip-

tion component for hand tracking and finger-

ing analysis have already produced promising

results. A singing tutoring component that

includes both audio-only transcription and

fusing facial motion information is under

development.

Instrument modeling to enhance
music transcription

For the projected application, our ASMT is

designed to detect pitch values and onset and

offset times of pitched nonpercussive sounds,

such as from the violin and singing, quickly

and accurately. Assuming the user has selected

the sound source from a single instrument (for

example, violin), the system can use an

instrument-modeling approach to exploit the

unique characteristics of that instrument and

to impose meaningful constraints (frequency

range, timbre structure, and so forth). Our

preliminary work has shown the potential of

this approach in terms of transcription accu-

racy and speed.10,11

We can constrain and train the instrument

model beforehand, and can further exploit

contextual information that the solo violin

sound is mostly a monophonic signal where,

at most, one note is sounding at a time with

occasional polyphonic signals (a chord) where

several notes are played simultaneously. A

single instrument is the most common sce-

nario in a daily practice setup. This kind of

information is extremely helpful for the

computer to perform the transcription task.

Furthermore, the fact that we can know

beforehand which notes musicians are at-

tempting to sing or play can be employed to

simplify the task at hand.
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Figure 2. Initial design

of the human–

computer interface for

our system with (a)

singing or (b)

violin selected.
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Multimedia fusion to enhance
music transcription

Music transcription is traditionally a re-

search topic in the audio domain. However,

video (such as that captured by a webcam) is

becoming inexpensive and ubiquitous. Re-

searchers have started to leverage such data

for music transcription.6,12,13 Our preliminary

work has shown that a multimedia fusion

approach can improve onset and offset detec-

tion and pitch estimation significantly in

comparison with an audio-only approach.

We are exploring how to make the system

easy to set up by ordinary home users.

We assume that the system must be able to

process audio input recorded with low-quality

microphones in home environments. Such

audio input is typically noisy, which presents

one problem. Furthermore, beginners tend to

make various mistakes, resulting in an audio

signal with irregular patterns. These aspects

make it challenging to develop a fast and

accurate transcriber. For our application sce-

nario, we focused on three design objectives

for the transcriber: accuracy, robustness

against noise, and speed. Accuracy is impor-

tant because an inaccurate transcriber cannot

be effective in providing feedback to students.

Robustness against noise is important because

sound recorded with low-quality microphones

in a home environment is usually noisy. And

speed is important because students are un-

likely to be willing to wait long for feedback.

To be useful, the feedback must be almost

instantaneous.14

To achieve these design objectives, we

believe that a multimedia fusion approach, as

illustrated in Figure 3, is an attractive alterna-

tive to yield satisfactory results. We have

successfully shown that by fusing bowing

and fingering information into an audio-only

approach, we can significantly improve the

transcription accuracy in violin tutoring.6,8,9

In addition, we are researching how to fuse

facial motion information into n audio-only

singing transcription system. Generally speak-

ing, the facial motion, especially the mouth

movement, is indicative of underlying onsets

and tempo events during singing. However,

we need further research to justify the effec-

tiveness of facial motion in helping singing

transcription for our intended tutoring appli-

cation.

Conclusion and future work

So far, we have only conducted research

with the three proposed strategies in a violin-

tutoring scenario and obtained some initial

results.6,8,9 Research for singing tutoring, with

the same design philosophy, is still under

development. There is plenty of room for

innovation in designing a simple and pleasant

HCI, instrument modeling, and multimedia

fusion transcription. Our initial timbre model

seems to work well with keyboard instru-

ments, but fails with bowed-string instru-

ments.11 Specifically, note segmentation in

violin and singing sounds seems to be the

most challenging task due to the pitched

nonpercussive characteristic of those sounds.

More sophisticated modeling is needed. Our

multimedia fusion presented elsewhere is a

simple early approach.6 It would be interesting

to examine the performance difference if we

employed model-based or more current fusion

strategies.

Considering the availability of multimedia

and computer technologies at home, we
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Figure 3. Music

transcription

leveraging instrument

modeling as

prior knowledge.
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believe ASMT represents an exciting new

research direction. We are attempting to

integrate the three proposed strategies into

a Bayesian framework, which is inherently

capable of encompassing multimodality and

context information naturally and effective-

ly, to yield a high-performance system.9 We

envision that ASMT performed at home will

provide music students an entirely new

learning experience. It might even help them

to compose their own music by simply

humming or whistling into their mobile

phones. MM
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